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ABSTRACT 
In a sample of 200000 Z decays, events with two leptons and an additional pair 
of opposite charged particles are studied. The 35 events found show a possi-
ble excess in the tau channel compared with the expectation from electroweak 
processes. Other features of the events are studied and are not found to be in 
contradiction to the electroweak prediction for the radiation of virtual photons. 
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Since its introduction twenty years ago, the Standard Model [1,2,3,4], which 
describes the fundamental constituents of the matter and their interactions, has 
been extensively checked by a large variety of experiments worldwide. Although 
some of its vitally important predictions, such as the the existence of the Higgs 
boson [5] and top quark, have not been confirmed, this simple and elegant model 
has not been found to be in contradiction with any of the experimental results 
thus far, and in many cases the agreements are quite remarkable. 
However, it is always interesting to search for some possible new phenomena. 
outside the predictions of such a successful theory. The large Z machines like 
SLC and LEP, while having produced many new results in good agreement with 
the model, have also opened new opportunities for such searches. 
This dissertation, in an attempt to search for the possible deviations from 
the Standard Model, presents a study of a special class of events, the so called 
1+ 1- V events. 
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/+ 1- V denotes a simple configuration: a pair of oppositely charged leptons 
of the same type ( "/+ 1- ") associated with another charged particle-antiparticle 
pair of stable particles(the "V"). Here, 1+1- can be e+e- , µ+µ-, or r+r-, 
and "V" can be e + e- , µ + µ- , or 71"+ 71"- • All the particles are expected to be 
"prompt", i.e., to be coming from point-like e+ e- interactions. 
In the following sections and chapters, a brief description of the experiment 
is given first, then the event selection procedure is described in detail. At the 
end, the results and some discussion are presented. 
Limited by the size of the data sample, the results are subject to statisti-
cal fluctuations. To be conservative and objective, no theories as for possible 
explanations of the results will be discussed. 
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1.2 LEP accelerator and ALEPH detector 
The Large Electron Positron (LEP) accelerator is a 27 kilometer circumference 
circular electron-positron storage ring designed and constructed to be able to 
accelerate, store, and collide electrons and positrons at up to 110 GeV (55 GeV 
per beam) of the centre-of-mass (c.m.s.) energy at its first stage (LEP-1), and 
at up to 200 Ge V c.m.s. energy with a future upgrade. An overall view of LEP, 
with its injector chain, the storage ring, and the interaction sites, is shown in 
figure 1.1. 
Before entering into the main LEP ring, the electrons and positrons are 
produced, accumulated, and accelerated to about 22 Ge V in the injector complex 
consisting of LIL (LEP Injector Linac ), EPA (Electron Positron Accumulator), 
and two synchrotrons PS and SPS. The beams are then further accelerated by 
the 256 superconducting RF cavities in the main LEP ring. After reaching the 
desired energy, the beams are squeezed and focused into collisions. Four bunches 
of counterrotating electron and positron beams are provided simultaneously by 
the machine for the collisions at four interaction points, which are surrounded 
by the detectors of the four experiments operating at LEP. Among these four 
detectors is the one used for this analysis, the ALEPH (A LEP PHysics) detector. 
The ALEPH detector is a general purpose, finely segmented hermetic detec-
tor. Nearly 3000 tons in weight and over 2000 cubic meters in volume, it is built 
to collect large amounts of detailed information from complex events. Among 
others, one of its design purposes is to search for new phenomena. 
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Figure 1.1: An overall view of LEP, its injector chain, the storage ring, and the 
interaction sites. 
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The detector is composed of three major subsystems, the tracking detectors, 
the superconducting magnet which provides a homogeneous high magnetic field 
of 15000 Gauss for the tracking, and the calorimeters. They work together to 
produce complete pictures for events. 
The section below describes some of the main components related to this 
analysis. More detailed information, including the descriptions of the magnet, 
the electronics, the triggering system, the luminosity measurements and the 
performance of the detector can be found in [6). 
1.2.1 The anatomy of the ALEPH detector 
A cut-away view of the detector is shown in figure 1.2.1. The electrons and 
positrons travel through the beam pipe and collide in the center of the detector. 
The silicon strip microvertex detector (not shown) which immediately surrounds 
the collision point was installed but not used in this analysis. 
Outside the beam pipe and the microvertex detector is the inner track cham-
ber (ITC), a multilayer axial-wire drift chamber which provides up to 8 coor-
dinates per track, with an resolution of 100 µm, in the plane perpendicular to 
the beam line. The ITC is one of the two tracking device in the detector, and 
is also used as a triggering device. 
The TPC 
Surrounding the ITC is the other tracking device, a large cylindrical time projec-
tion chamber (TPC). Measuring 4.4 meters in length and 3.6 meters in diameter, 
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Figure 1.2: The ALEPH detector. 1) Luminosity monitor 2) Inner tracking 
chamber. 3) Time projection chamber 4) Electromagnetic calorimeter. 5) Su-
perconducting coil 6) Hadronic calorimeter. 7) Muon chamber. 8) Low-beta 
superconducting quadrupoles. 
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the TPC records up to 21 three-dimensional coordinates for each charged par-
ticle. This yields precise measurements of the momenta of the tracks, and also 
provides an excellent two track separation capability. With the magnetic field 
provided, a track momenta measurement accuracy of /:J;,.p/p2 = 1.5x10-3 is made 
possible by the TPC itself. A higher accuracy(~ 10-3 ) is achieved by combin-
ing the TPC and ITC together. A schematic picture of the TPC is shown in 
figure 1.3. In figure 1.4, a typical Z decay event as seen by the TPC and the 
ITC is also shown. 
Figure 1.3: The ALEPH TPC 
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Figure 1.4: A typical hadronic Z as seen by the TPC and the ITC. 
The TPC also records the energy loss (dE/dz) information of the tracks 
through its measurements of up to 340 samples of the ionization for each track. 
This provides a powerful technique for the particle identification, especially in 
separating electrons from the pions. Figure 1.2.1 (a) shows the dE/dz of the 
tracks from Z decays plotted against the momentum p in Ge V, lines are those 
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expected for electrons, pions, kaons, and protons. In the low energy ( < 10 
Ge V) the pions and the electrons are well separated. This is also illustrated 
in figure 1.2.1 (b), where the dE/dz distributions for pions and electrons from 
hadronic Z decays are plotted. The TPC dE/dz resolution is about 4.53. 
Combining the dE /dz measurements with the information from the calorime-
ters, one can obtain a 7r / e separation at about 10-3 / (Ge V / c) in a typical 
hadronic jet. 
The ECAL 
Outside the TPC, but inside the magnet coil, is the electromagnetic calorimeter 
(ECAL) (figure 1.6). The thirty six ECAL modules, mounted both in the barrel 
and endcap regions surrounding the TPC and covering 3.9tr of solid angle, are 
each made up of 45 alternative layers of lead and wire proportional chambers 
(figure 1.7). In depth, this represents 22 radiation lengths (X0 ), large enough 
to absorb almost all the electromagnetic energies as carried by photons and the 
electrons. 
To measure the energy and the positions of the electromagnetic showers, 
small cathode readout pads are placed throughout each layer of wire chambers. 
In readout, the pads are internally connected to form the so called "towers" 
pointing towards the interaction point. Each tower is about 1° x 1° in size and 
produces three readouts for the first 10 layers (the first "stack", corresponding 
to 4X0 ), the next 23 layers (the second stack, 9X0 ), and the last 12 layers (the 
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Figure 1.5: dE/dz measurement in the TPC. a) dE/dz versus momentum p for 
the tracks in a sample of Monte Carlo Z decays. Tracks a.re required to have 
at least 80 wire hits. The values of dE/dz a.re normalized to 1 at minimum 
ionization. Solid lines a.re the expected values for electrons, pions, kaons, and 
protons. b) The dE/ dz distribution for electrons and pions in the same sample. 
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SOLENOID 
Figure 1.6: The Electromagnetic Calorimeter, barrel and endcaps 
resolution, also provides a highly granular means to determine the shower posi-
tions and to do the pattern recognition. In addition, each wire chamber is read 
out separately in every module. These wire signals have very high sensitivities 
and are used as part of trigger signals. The wire signals are also used to calibrate 
the pad readout due to their low noise. Most interestingly, they can be used in 
a unique way to identify the particles in low multiplicity events. The last point 
can be illustrated by the cases shown in figure 1.8, where only one track hits a 
single module. The profile of the forty five layer readout reflects exactly the way 




Figure 1.7: Structure of the ECAL layer 
In more general cases, several quantities (called "estimators") are extracted 
from the ECAL signals to help in the particle identification. 
One of them is called RT, a shower compactness estimator defined a.s 
Xmeaaured - Xe~cted 
u(X) 
where X = E0 / p and pis the momentum of the particle measured by the tracking 
devices. Eo is the sum of shower energy deposited in three stacks of the four 
towers immediately surrounding the extrapolated trajectory of the track in the 
ECAL. If Ei is the shower energy deposited in the ith stack of these four towers, 
Eo = :E:=l Ei. The Xe~cted is determined by test-beam to be 0.83, independent 































Figure 1.8: Typical ECAL wire profile of a) electron and b) pion. Each bar 
represents one layer of energy deposit. Electrons usually deposit most of their 
energy in the first two stacks, while pions start shower much later, often in the 
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Figure 1.9: The RT distribution for the electrons(solid line) and the pions 
(dashed line) in the Monte Carlo hadronic Z decays. The two distributions 
are not normalized. 
X, u 2(X), is also obtained from the test-beam measurements and parametrized 
with respected to the momentum. For electrons, RT is close to zero with a 
unit variance, and for pions, RT tends to be different. The RT distributions for 
electrons and pions are shown in figure 1.9. 
Another estimator called RL is based on the longitudinal information of the 
shower associated to the track. Let Si be the mean longitudinal position of the 
shower in stack i. A variable A is then defined as: 
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where E0 and Ei are the sa.me as defined before. 
RL is defined with respect to A just as RT is to X: 
R _ Ameaauretl - Aezpec:tetl 
L - u(A) 
Likewise, Aezpec:tetl and u 2(A) are obtained and parametrized by the test-beams. 
The RL distributions are shown in figure 1.10. 
The RT and RL prove to be very powerful in separating electrons and pions, 
especially in the high momentum ( > 5 Ge V ) range, thanks to the high precision 
and fine granularity of the ECAL. 
As mentioned before, the dE/dz method is very effective in separating the 
low momentum electrons and pions. Thus it is complementary to the ECAL 
method. 
The ECAL can also be used together with the tracking devices to identify the 
charged p's from the tau decays. A p decays into a charged and a neutral pion. 
The charged pion is measured by the TPC and the ITC, and the neutral pion 
which itself decays into two photons can be detected by the ECAL. If the neutral 
pion is soft, as is the case for many tau decays, these two photons are separated 
in the ECAL. Hence their invariant mass is measurable. If this invariant mass 
is consistent with the 11'0 mass, the two photons are assumed to be from the 
neutral pion. The invariant mass of this reconstructed 11'0 and the charged pion 
is then calculated and compared with the charged p mass. If these two masses 
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Figure 1.10: The RL distribution for the electrons and the pions in the Monte 
Carlo hadronic Z decays. The two distributions are not normalized. 
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The HCAL and the muon detector 
The other calorimeter, the hadron calorimeter (HCAL) measures the hadronic 
shower in the events (figure 1.11). Like the ECAL, the HCAL also has a layered 
sandwich structure, in which iron sheets and limited streamer tubes are placed 
t..Y'- l ~t·T-lf•UPt -. 
--
Figure 1.11: The Hadronic Calorimeter 
in each of the twenty three layers. The whole structure has more than seven 
interaction lengths and is located just outside the magnet. It also serves as the 
return yoke of the magnetic coil. As an extension to the HCAL, a structure of 
two additional double layers of streamer tubes are separately mounted outside it 
to measure the muons penetrating the iron sheets. These layers are then called 
the muon detector. 
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As with the ECAL, the HCAL is divided into modules. Ea.ch module ha.s 
readouts from the wires a.nd the localized pa.ds, which a.re also connected in 
towers. In addition, aluminum strips a.re placed pa.ra.llel to the wires on one 
side of ea.ch streamer tube. These strips a.re coupled ca.pa.citively to the wires to 
provide a third source of signals. 
In a.11, there a.re three types of signals serving different purposes; the pa.d 
readouts give the measurement of the energy deposited in the calorimeter with 
a. resolution of a.bout 843/v'E (GeV); the wire readouts a.re used for triggering; 
a.nd readout from each strip provides a digital signal that indicates whether or 
not the corresponding tube is hit. The tube hit patterns ca.used by pions a.nd 
the muons a.re quite different, a.s shown in figure 1.12, a.nd hence ca.n be used 























Figure 1.12: Typical HCAL hit pattern for the muon(left) and the pion(right). 
Muons usually penetrate the HCAL with a clean narrow path. In contrast, pions 
often shower in the HCAL, leaving a. wider hit pattern. 
1.3 The data and the simulated events 
The LEP machine was commissioned in the summer of 1989, and in August 
of that year all the four detectors recorded their first hadronic Z decays. The 
1989 data taking ended in December and the running restarted in March of 
1990. Both the accelerator and the ALEPH detector ran smoothly till the end 
of August, when the 1990 running finished. 
As the first accelerator ever being able to produce large amount of Z's, LEP, 
in the initial stage, gives its highest priority to the high precision measurements 
of the electroweak parameters. This results in the "scanning" strategy LEP 
took for the 1989 and 1990 runs. Under this strategy, electrons and positrons 
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were colliding not only a.t the Z resonance peak of a.bout 91 GeV but also a.t 
several centre of ma.ss energy points a.round the peak. The percentage of events 
collected on the peak is a.bout 703. This scan method ma.de possible detailed 
studies of the Z line shape which is very important in the determination of the 
electroweak para.meters. However, a.s the cross section for Z production is much 
sma.ller when the c.m. energy is not a.t the peak, the effective luminosity is 
reduced. The integrated luminosity corresponding to the 1989 and 1990 da.ta. is 
8.5 pb-1• This is equivalent to a.bout 6.2 pb-1 of on-peak luminosity. 
All the da.ta. ALEPH took in both 1989 and 1990 a.re used in this analysis. 
There a.re more than 4 million events in the sample, of which a.bout 200,000 a.re 
visible Z decays. The events a.re a.11 reconstructed by the ALEPH reconstruction 
program, JULIA (7] , and stored on disks for analysis. 
Throughout the analysis, simulated events a.re used for many purposes such 
a.s studying the backgrounds, justifying the selection procedure, determining the 
efficiency etc. 
Events a.re first generated by various Monte Carlo event generators. In the 
genera.ting processes, the coordinates of the decay vertices and the four-momenta. 
I 
vectors of a.11 the particles in an event a.re simulated using the Monte Carlo 
method, under the guidance of the suitable theoretical calculations. These gen-
erated vectors and coordinates, along with the "true" identities of the particle 
types, a.re then processed by the ALEPH detector simulation program GALEPH. 
GALEPH, which is based on GEANT3 (8], takes ca.re of the detail detector 
informations such a.s the geometry and material, the working mechanisms of 
a.11 the subcomponents, the electronics and the triggering system, and simulates 
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the machine responses to the events. Other physics aspects, for example, the 
particle-media interactions (multiple scattering, hadronic interaction, photon 
conversion, energy loss, etc.) and the decays of the long lifetime particles in the 
detector volume, are also simulated by the program. At the end of the detector 
simulation, the simulated signals are written in the same form as the ALEPH 
on-line data acquisition system produces for the real data. These signals are 
assembled by JULIA the same way as it does for the data into more recognizable 
forms such as the tracks, the energy clusters, the vertices, etc. And afterwards 
the analysis-ready simulated events are made. 
Neither GALEPH nor JULIA make use of the physics nature of the events. 
and thus are considered to be unbiased. However, the generators heavily de-
pend on the theoretical understandings of the physics processes. Some of the 
processes are well understood hut some others are calculated only under certain 
assumptions. While approximations are unavoidable in most of the generators, 
we try to use only those we think to have been best understood and tuned to 
the data. 
Chapter 2 
The 1+1-v Event Selection 
The goal of our analysis is to select only those with the z+ z- V signature from a 
large amount of data collected by the detector. After the selection, the properties 
of the selected events will be studied, especially the production rates associated 
with each of the lepton channels of e+e-v , µ+µ-v and T+T-V . Predictably, 
the initial data sample is dominated by various unwanted background sources. 
These backgrounds have to be kept out of the final sample while maintaining 
the selection efficiency for the interesting events at a reasonable level. 
In an event counting experiment such as this, it is most critical to make sure 
the identity of every selected event is clearly understood. This means our anal-
ysis must not only be a.ble to select out the e+ e-v , µ.+ µ.-v and r+r-v events 
we are looking for, but also be able to make a clean separation of the three 
types. The crosstalk among them must be reduced to a minimum. 
Although the ALEPH particle identification is quite good, it is not perfect. 
To minimize the inefficiency introduced by the particle identification algorithm 
and to avoid the possible biasing of different particle channels due to the particle 
identification algorithm, our analysis is designed to rely more on the excellent 
22 
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precise tracking capability of the ALEPH detector. The kinematic features of 
our signals are investigated and used in our analysis whenever possible. 
2.1 Signal signatures 
The events we are looking for are expected to be simple and clean, given the 
straightforward l+ 1- V configuration. The e + e - V and µ. + µ.-V events simply 
show up in the detector as four-prong events (i.e. events with four charged 
tracks) with no energy losses. But as the T 's in the T+T-V events are not 
directly measured, what we expect to see there are the "V" along with the 
T decay products. When both T 's in a T+T-V event decay into one charged 
track (I-prong decay) the event will have four charged tracks in its final state, 
and if one of the two T 's makes a 3-prong decay while the other still has a 
I-prong decay, the event has six charged tracks. Though both T 's can make 
3-prong decays, the rate is too low and the backgrounds are too high. Therefore 
this case is not considered. Other T decay configurations are also neglected. 
In summary, the interesting events will have either four or six charged tracks 
in the final states. Needless to say, not all four- or six-track events are sig-
nal events, they have to satisfy many other requirements before can be called 
l+ 1- V events. 
2.2 Selection procedure 
As with many "typical" event selection procedures, the one we choose to select 
the l+ 1- V signals is based on a series of "cuts" . These cuts work together in 
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a complementary way to define the event signatures, to eliminate various back-
grounds, to classify the selected events into different channels. In the following 
sections, these cuts are listed one by one as they are applied. 
2.2.1 Preliminary requirements 
To begin with, events are required to have either 4 or 6 "good" charged tracks 
with total charge zero. Here, a "good" track is a track with the following prop-
erties: 
• It is reconstructed by the tracking devices ITC and TPC with at least 4 
TPC hits. 
• It satisfies the conditions of Idol< 2 cm and l.zol < 5 cm where, do and z0 
are the coordinates of the closest approach of a reconstructed track to the 
collision point in r - 4> and z direction, respectively. 
• It makes an angle of least 18.2° with the beam axis. 
These track quality requirements ensure that the tracks are most likely coming 
from the Z decay and are well measured. 
In addition, at most two extra tracks a.re allowed in the 4~good~tra.ck events 
and the allowance is zero in the 6-track case. (Any track fails above good track 
definition but has at least three TPC hits is called an extra track). The extra 
track allowance is meant to save the events with tracks from back scattering or 
tracks kicked out from the detector material by the "good" tracks. 
From now on, we ignore the extra tracks and when we say tracks we refer to 
the good tracks. 
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The data sample we start with corresponds to about 189k hadronic events 
and contains a total of about several million events, including hadronic, di-
lepton, two-photon, cosmic ray, beam gas and noise triggered events. After the 
above requirements, there are 3346 events left. 
2.2.2 Charged energy requirement 
The sum of the energy of the charged tracks in an event must be more than 
16 GeV. The main purpose of this requirement is to remove two-photon events. 
T~e charged energy distribution for the events with four or six tracks is shown 
in figure 2.1. 
One can see that there is data excess at low charged energy; study reveals 
that this peak is mostly due to the two-photon process and hence this 16 GeV 
cut is made to eliminate it. After this requirement, there are 2699 events left. 
2.2.3 Tau triplet mass cut 
Most of the events surviving so far are zo --+ T+T- events with at least one 
Tin each event decays into three charged tracks. This kind of T+T- events fakes 
the T+T-v topology. For example, in the four track case, if one takes a pair of 
opposite charged tracks from the 3-prong side as a V, and takes the other two 
tracks as the products of a T+T- pair both decaying into one charged track, one 
ends up with a four prong T+T-v • Similarly, a six track T+T- event fakes a 
6-prong T+T-V with a 3-on-1 T+T- decay. 
On the other hand, if a T decays into three charged tracks, the invariant 
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Figure 2.1: The charged energy distribution. Dots are the data and solid line 
are the lepton pair and hadronic Z decay Monte Carlo events. 
tracks are well measured. Figure 2.2 shows the Monte Carlo simulated mass 
distribution of such triplets of charged tracks. Because of the uncounted neutral 
particle including one or two neutrinos, most of the masses are actually below 
the T mass. Only in very few cases the triplet masses are above 1.7 GeV due to 
the measurement errors or photon conversion. 
This means that in most of the cases it is quite safe to expect at least one 
triplet combination of the charged tracks with mass less than 1. 7 Ge V in a four 
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rid of the T+T- events, a cut is set to require that in a four track event there be 
no triplets of charged tracks with total charge to be± 1 and invariant mass less 
than 1.7 GeV, and in a 6-track events there be one and only one such low mass 
triplet which is one of the 1" decay product. After this cut 248 events remain. 
The fact that we a.re able to cut the triplet mass at so low a value is made 
possible by the precise three dimensional tracking capability of our detector. 
However, as having been shown in figure 2.2, there a.re a very small portion of 
T triplets having measured mass above 1.7 GeV. Hence, it is expected that some 
T+T- events may pass this cut, the cuts introduced later further eliminate those 
events. 
2.2.4 Pair conversion cut 
Events with photons which convert into electron pairs in the material of the 
detector may also contaminate the J+ 1- V signal. This is because the converted 
pair often fakes the V. To take ca.re of this case, a special algorithm is used to 
find out the converted pairs, and the events with conversions a.re rejected. This 
algorithm is similar to the one originally used by the Mark II collaboration [9] 
and is based on the fact that when a real photon converts, the resulting two 
tracks will have near zero invariant mass and hence a.re parallel to each other 
at the converting point. More specifically, for each pair of tracks suspected 
to be coming from a conversion, the algorithm works as follows: In the plane 
perpendicular to the beam direction, the point where the tracks a.re parallel 
to each other is determined from the track parameters. In the same plane, the 
distance 6ey between the two tracks at this point is also calculated. In 3-D space, 
0.4 ..-----------------------. 
0.35 
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Figure 2.3: M""'" vs. SZJJ plot for the simulated pair conversions in the Monte 
Carlo lepton pair events. 
the point corresponding to the one just calculated is taken to be the place where 
the possible conversion occurs and the invariant mass, M""'"' of these two tracks 
is then evaluated there. For real converted pairs, both Mpair and Szv are very 
small. This is not the case for normal massive pairs. So a converted pair can be 
identified from these two quantities. 
Figure 2.3 shows a M""'" vs. SZJJ scattering plot for the Monte Carlo simulated 
converted pairs. The distribution is just as predicted. 
Now for each of the 248 remaining events, the above algorithm is used to 
examine all opposite charged track pairs in the event. Particle identifications 
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are not considered, and the T triplet in 6 track events is excluded. If any pair 
examined in an event gives Mpair < 50 MeV and 6zv < 4mm , the event is 
rejected. This procedure leaves 83 events. 
Since particle identification is not applied, there is no check on whether the 
tracks under question are actually electrons. In order to keep the low mass 
µ+ µ- or 11'+11'- pairs from being called converted pairs, the cuts on Mpair and 
Dzv have to be set rather loose, as it is done here. This way, some conversions 
still have a chance to "leak in". Later, after we have applied the particle iden-
tifications, we will tighten the cuts to eliminate the remain conversions. 
2.2.5 Forming the V 
From this point on, the T triplet in a six track event will be treated just as a 
single charged track (called "triplet track") . The four-momentum of this track 
is just the sum of the momenta of the three charged tracks, assumed to be pions. 
Also, for each track in the event, the energy of an associated ECAL cluster 
is used in place of the track momentum as measured by the tracking devices 
if the cluster energy is larger. The direction of the track is not changed. This 
energy re-scaling recipe is meant to compensate for the bremsstrahlung of the 
electrons. 
Now we are in the position to see whether the events actually contain the V's 
as the 1+ 1- V events are supposed to do. Any pair of oppositely charged tracks 
(excluding the triplet track in the six-track event case) can be the potential V 
in an event. However, only the pairs satisfying the following requirements are 
considered: 
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• The opening angle of the two tracks forming the pair < 120°. 
• The angle between the remaining two tracks > 90°. 
For each V assumption, the pair is called a V candidate and the other two 
tracks are called lepton tracks. 
Sixty one events are found to contain at least one such V candidate. All the 
V assumptions will be tested later. 
Although not all the "V"s in the l+ 1- V events satisfy the above angular 
requirements, this cut helps to reject low multiplicity hadronic Z decays. Also 
it reduces the false V assumptions in the l+ 1- V events, especially before any 
particle identifications are considered. 
2.2.6 Verifying the V assumptions 
The cuts in this section, together with those in the next three sections, are 
designed to test each V assumption made in an event. In other words, these 
cuts will be repeated until all the assumed V's in the event are checked. An 
event is kept if it contains at least one V satisfying all these cuts. 
In an l+ 1- V event, if the V is correctly chosen, the recoil frame against 
the V, namely the frame with energy E1rarM = Ecm• - Ev and momentum 
P1rarM = -Pv, is expected to be the same as the rest frame of the remaining 
two leptons. 
In such a frame, the leptons have the following general features: 
• The total momentum of the two leptons is close to zero. The two leptons 
tend to be collinear (back to back). 
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• Each of the leptons will usually have the same energy which should equal 
to half the system available energy of V(Ecm• -Ev)2 -(-Pv)2• 
• The existence of initial and final state radiation (ISR and FSR) may shift 
the above total momentum away from zero and hence the two leptons may 
not be strictly collinear. The same ISR and FSR may also offset the lepton 
energy away from the expectation. 
• For T+T- pairs, what we measure are the decay products of the T 's, so 
the collinear rule is further violated and the measured track energy will be 
substantially less than E, due to the missing neutrinos. 
• The measurement error will also smear the energies and the directions of 
the tracks. 
The above features are familiar since they are also the features of the leptons 
in the normal di-lepton events from the e+ e- colliders, only there the laboratory 
frame i.s the rest frame. These di-lepton events are well understood so they can 
be used as a gauge for the l+ 1- V cuts. For example, zo --+ l+ 1- events are 
used here for this purpose. 
With these guidelines in mind, we set up our cuts as follows: 
For each candidate V, the V=e+e- , µ+µ- , and 1"+11"- particle hypotheses 
are made in tum to calculate the V four-momentum. (This reflects our philoso-
phy to use the particle identification as late as possible. However, we found that 
since the V energy is usually very large compared to the 11" mass, the different 
particle hypotheses actually have little effect on the results as far as variables in 
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this section are concerned). In each case, the lepton tracks are then boosted into 
the above mentioned recoil frame. Requirements on the collinearity and energy 
of the leptons are made in the boosted system. 
• Collinearity: In the T+T- system (see figure 2.4), if 8i is the maximum 
angle between the T lepton and the measured T track (recall that a triplet, 
if there, is treated as as a single track!), then 8i is a direct function of the 
energy and momentum of the T lepton and also the energy , the momentum 
and the particle type of the its decay products. More specifically, 8i is 
determined by the formula: 
- . -i J<E - Ei)(MT 2Ei - Mi 2ET) - HMT 2 - Mi 2) 2 
8i - sm PT Pi 
where Eis the expected T lepton energy, E = ~V(Ecm• - Ev )2 - (-Pv )2 , 
and PT is the T lepton momenta, PT = J E 2 - MT 2 , the variables Ei, 
Pi, and Mi are, respectively, the energy, momentum, and mass of the 
T track. In one prong T decay case, Mi is taken to be zero, and in triplet 
T decay case, M 1 is the triplet invariant mass assuming all three tracks in 
the triplet to be pions. 
A typical relation between 81 and E1 , as calculated by the above formula, 
is shown in figure 2.5. 
The same formula exists on the other T side. Namely if 82 is the max angle 







Figure 2.4: Defination of the angles 8i, 82 , and 8. Track from the tau decay is 
expected to be within a cone with a half angle of 81 (or 82 ) around the original 
tau. 8 is the collinear angle between the two tracks from the ,,.- and the ,,.+ 
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Figure 2.5: Maxmum angle between the tau decay product and the tau lepton 
as the function of the momentum of the tau decay product. The momentum of 
the tau lepton is set to be 45.6 Ge V. The mass of the tau decay product is set 
to be the electron mass. 
( E2, P2, and M 2 the energy, momentum, and mass of the measured track 
from T+). 
Now let 8 be the collinear angle between the two measured T tracks, we 
For the e + e - (or µ + µ- ) system , if one uses the above formulas to cal-
culate 81 and 82 as they are (even though they are not T 's!) and define 8 
the same way, the relation 8 < 81 + 82 still holds in most of the case. This 
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is because 8 in the e + e- or µ + µ- cases should equal to zero if there is no 
ISR and FSR. 
A 2° allowance is made to cover the effects of radiation and the measure-
ment errors. Hence the collinear cut is loosened to: 
The 8 - 81 - 82 distributions for the e+ e- , µ+ µ- , and T+T- system are 
shown in figure 2.6. They are calculated using the corresponding zo ---+ 
1+ 1- Monte Carlo events. 
• Energy : Still in the boosted frame, let E 1 and E2 be the energies of the 
measured lepton track, and E, as before, be the calculated lepton energy. 
The ratio Et/ E or E2/ E represents the fraction of the visible energy in the 
tau decays. It is required E1 / E > 0.05 and E2/ E > 0.05. This is mainly 
to cut further the T+T- background events which are not eliminated by 
the cut in section 2.2.3. Plots in figure 2. 7 show the distributions of E 1/ E 
(or the same, E2/ E). These distributions are also calculated from the 
simulated zo ---+ 1+ 1- events. 
If we require there be at least one V assumption in an event satisfying both 
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Figure 2.6: The 8 - 81 - 82 distribution as calculated from the 
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Figure 2.7: The energy ratio between the measured tau decay product and the 
tau lepton, for 1-prong and 3-prong tau decays. The distribution is calculated 
from the simulated Z ~ T+T- events. 
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2.2.7 Classifying the events 
The same variables Eif E and E 2 / E as defined in the previous section can also 
be used to separate the four-track T+T-V from the e+e-v and µ+µ-v events. 
Namely, a four-track event (or rather the event under a specific V hypothesis) 
is called a T+T-v candidate if 
E1/E < 0.9,E2/E < 0.9 and Eif E + E2/E < 1.2. 
Otherwise, if 
Eif E > 0.8 and E 2/ E > 0.8, 
it is called a e+e-v or µ+µ-V candidate. (to be further classified later by the 
particle identifications). 
Hypotheses falling outside both categories are called non-classifiable and re-
jected. After this cut, fifty two events remain having at least one classifiable V 
assumption. 
The E1/E vs E2/E plots for e+e- , µ+µ- , and T+T- events are shown 
in figure 2.8 to figure 2.10. One note that the most of the events are correctly 
classified and the crosstalk between T+T- and e+e- (orµ+µ- ) is already very 
small at a few percent level. The total energy cut described later reduced the 
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Figure 2.8: E1/E versus E2/E for the e+e- system. Z-+ e+e- Monte Carlo 
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Figure 2.9: Eif E versus E 2 / E for theµ.+µ.- system. Z --+ µ.+ µ.- Monte Carlo 
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Figure 2.10: E 1 / E versus E2/ E for the T+T- system. Z ~ T+T- Monte 
used in calculation. Both taus a.re required to decay into one Carlo events a.re 
charged track. 
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2.2.8 The total energy cut 
Under a certain V assumption, if an event is classified into T+T-v channel, 
then the total energy of the event should not exceed 80 Ge V. Otherwise, this 
V assumption is rejected. This is to reduce further the hadronic contamina-
tion, and also to reduce the misclassification of the e+e-v and µ+µ-v as the 
T+T-V events. After this cut there are 44 events remaining. 
The total energy of the event is calculated using an algorithm which makes 
comprehensive use of the information from the calorimeters and the tracking 
devices. Details of the algorithm can be found in Ref. [10]. 
2.2.9 Particle identification 
Particle identification is now made for all the tracks in the remaining events. 
Particle ID is done at this point because the number of events (and hence the 
number of tracks) is small. Therefore the possible error introduced by the the 
particle ID is also small. As briefly discussed in the last chapter, information 
from the ECAL, the HCAL, the muon chambers, and the energy loss in the TPC 
( dE /dz) are used together to provide identify the particles . 
It is required that the V be consistent with being a particle-antiparticle pair 
( e + e - , µ + µ- , or 11"+ 11"- ) and the lepton tracks be consistent with the kinematic 
classification performed before. 
Three events fa.ii this particle ID requirement: one probable T+T-V and one 
probableµ+ µ-Vin which the correct combinations fail the kinematic cuts due 
to radiated photons, and the third is most likely to be a hadronic event. 
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Among the remaining events, there are four events having more than one 
V assumption. In such cases, the V with lowest mass is taken as the "V" in a 
event. 
2.2.10 Tight conversion cut 
As seen in figure 2.3, there are still converted pairs passing our previous loose 
conversion cut (cut 3) and hence the background due to the photon conversion 
in di-lepton events still remains. With the particle identification done, we can 
use a more strict conversion cut. Obviously, this should be applied only to the 
V = e+ e- case. Under the tighten cut, an e+ e- pair is called conversion if either 
Mpair < 20 MeV or Mpair < 100 MeV/cm X (1 -16QIJ/ I), 
where Mpair and 6211 are calculated in section 2.2.4. Events with a converted V 
are removed. In this way, 6 events, two of each channel, are rejected. 
Events passing all the cuts described in this and the previous sections make 
up our final sample of the 1+ 1- V events. There are thirty five, of which there 
are 10 e+e-v , 10 µ+µ-v, and 15 T+T-v events. 
Chapter 3 
The 1+1-v Results 
In this chapter, some properties of the events selected as the 1+ 1- V events will 
be discussed. These include the event rates, their distributions over the three 
lepton channels, and some interesting physics quantities of the events. The 
possible contributions from the known processes, including both background 
and signal processes, will also be studied using the Monte Carlo method. At the 
end, the Monte Carlo prediction will be compared with the observed data. 
3.1 The selected events 
There are thirty five 1+ 1- V events selected from the whole ALEPH data sample 
collected in 1989 and 1990. The integrated luminosity of the data sample is 8.5 
pb-1 (equivalent to 6.2 pb-1 at the peak). Main properties of each of these 35 
events are listed in table 3.1 and table 3.2. The variables in these two tables are 
explained as following: 
• Run and Event are two numbers from the ALEPH event numbering sys-




• Ecm is the center of mass energy (in Ge V) for the event. The Ecm distri-
bution of the 1+ 1- V events is in agreement with that of the 1989 and 1990 
ALEPH data. 
• Nti. is the charged track multiplicity in the event. All the e+e- V and 
µ+ µ-V events have four charged tracks. Among the fifteen T+T-V events, 
ten have four prongs and the other five have six prongs. This ratio is about 
as predicted from the tau decay branching ratios. 
• Ech is the measured charged energy of the event. From the table, one can 
see that the Ech 's for the e+ e- V andµ+ µ-V events are in most cases very 
close to the corresponding Ecm's, whilst the Ec1i,'s for the T+T-V events 
are lower due to the missing neutrinos. 
However, we do see some of the e+e-v events having lower charged en-
ergies. This is because of the bremsstrahlungs of the tracks. The energy 
re-scaling prescription introduced in section 2.2.5 corrects for this effect. 
• 1+ 1- specifies the lepton type of the 1+ 1- V events. 
• The column under the heading "V" lists the identified types of the V in 
the observed 1+ 1- V events. None of the three V types prevails over the 
others. 
• M11 is the invariant mass of the 1+ 1- pair in the event calculated from Ecm 
and the V four-momentum. Its distribution is shown in figure 3.1 . 
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Run Event Ecm Nt,.,, Ech 1+1-v v Mv Mu Ev 
1 8898 5940 91.2 4 86.0 ee ee 0.341 47.22 33.39 
2 8960 749 88.2 4 61.0 ee ee 1.454 84.77 3.39 
3 9011 4093 91.2 4 83.3 ee ee 2.297 72.50 16.82 
4 7339 5121 91.2 4 83.5 ee µµ 3.457 65.67 22.05 
5 7849 456 91.2 4 95.3 ee µµ 22.996 49.15 35.27 
6 6975 1389 91.2 4 94.2 ee 1f'1f' 0.565 80.17 10.39 
7 9010 5607 91.2 4 92.1 ee 1f'1f' 0.565 33.74 39.36 
8 7422 2873 91.2 4 89.9 ee 1f'1f' 0.590 50.61 31.57 
9 8163 2748 89.2 4 82.4 ee 1f'1f' 0.706 75.91 12.32 
10 8334 7367 91.2 4 85.1 ee 1f'1f' 0.794 65.44 22.15 
11 7339 1745 91.2 4 90.5 µµ ee 0.135 89.26 1.95 
12 5825 51 91.5 4 80.5 µµ ee 1.063 55.65 28.85 
13 8855 3264 92.2 4 90.5 µµ ee 1.063 55.92 29.16 
14 8804 3691 90.2 4 84.1 µµ ee 1.232 76.17 12.96 
15 5821 3675 91.5 4 92.2 µµ µµ 0.257 83.97 7.25 
16 4515 750 91.3 4 95.3 µµ µµ 0.277 89.69 1.61 
17 8899 4745 91.2 4 90.5 µµ µµ 2.288 76.14 13.86 
18 8775 1605 91.2 4 88.6 µµ µµ 8.329 75.78 14.52 
19 8803 2443 90.2 4 90.2 µµ µµ 38.855 36.57 46.06 
20 7496 3332 91.2 4 90.9 µµ 1f'1f' 0.811 58.77 26.68 
21 5509 2667 92.3 6 67.4 TT ee 0.185 66.78 21.98 
22 7743 8370 91.2 6 52.2 TT ee 0.402 83.43 7.46 
23 7253 357 90.2 6 65.9 TT ee 0.833 83.90 6.11 
24 7958 3841 91.2 6 49.4 TT ee 0.830 89.56 1.64 
25 7681 2160 88.2 4 33.8 TT ee 1.072 71.00 15.55 
26 8335 1133 91.2 4 43.1 TT ee 1.819 76.96 13.17 
27 7858 8314 90.2 6 50.2 TT µµ 0.484 56.25 27.58 
28 5166 981 91.3 4 43.6 TT µµ 0.803 85.58 5.53 
29 8623 158 91.2 4 28.6 TT µµ 1.187 68.39 19.98 
30 8865 6111 91.2 4 17.7 TT µµ 1.275 82.62 8.20 
31 8537 4398 91.2 4 40.4 TT 1f'1f' 0.694 87.39 3.76 
32 8833 4673 91.2 4 38.0 TT 1f'1f' 0.767 80.55 10.05 
33 6972 4547 91.2 4 38.0 TT 1f'1f' 0.772 87.41 3.73 
34 8126 771 91.2 4 33.3 TT 1f'1f' 0.829 65.67 21.98 
35 8796 4675 91.2 4 39.3 TT 1f'1f' 1.022 83.03 7.82 
Table 3.1: Propterties of the selected 1+ 1- V events. (continues in the next 
table) 
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Run Event M(37r) E1/E E2/E 8-81-'2 (Jopen 8v cosfJD Etot 
1 8898 5940 6.87 0.94 0.92 -1.9 2.3 19.8 0.86 89.9 
2 8960 749 8.60 1.24 0.95 -0.3 59.3 28.1 -0.55 90.8 
3 9011 4093 4.63 0.87 0.94 -1.2 16.5 8.0 -0.31 89.1 
4 7339 5121 5.68 1.01 0.98 -0.3 18.0 6.7 0.04 92.8 
5 7849 456 43.04 1.01 1.11 0.1 93.9 83.1 -0.60 95.3 
6 6975 1389 2.21 1.03 1.04 0.2 5.5 5.4 0.19 94.8 
7 9010 5607 3.33 1.17 1.00 1.0 1.5 11.0 -0.45 92.1 
8 7422 2873 23.91 0.98 0.95 0.7 1.9 63.1 -0.15 89.9 
9 8163 2748 19.30 1.00 0.95 -0.3 7.2 55.8 -0.67 89.3 
10 8334 7367 8.47 0.94 0.99 -0.8 4.2 21.7 0.44 89.8 
11 7339 1745 3.19 1.01 0.98 -0.3 9.0 17.3 0.46 90.3 
12 5825 51 30.14 0.95 0.99 1.3 4.4 75.2 -0.26 90.6 
13 8855 '3264 9.58 0.97 1.15 0.8 8.1 22.6 -0.86 93.0 
14 8804 3691 3.02 0.96 0.89 -1.3 33.2 3.7 0.95 84.8 
15 5821 3675 17.73 0.99 1.02 -0.1 2.3 62.7 0.30 92.2 
16 4515 750 5.11 1.00 1.09 0.5 12.8 33.2 -0.22 91.6 
17 8899 4745 4.69 1.00 0.98 -0.4 19.0 6.0 -0.07 90.5 
18 8775 1605 28.54 0.97 0.96 -0.9 74.6 71.6 -0.39 90.0 
19 8803 2443 50.19 1.03 0.91 1.0 115.1 77.9 0.07 90.8 
20 7496 3332 5.88 0.99 1.01 -0.2 3.7 14.6 0.56 90.9 
21 5509 2667 66.78 21.98 22.47 0.52 0.74 -2.3 1.0 75.7 
22 7743 8370 83.43 7.46 17.36 0.41 0.66 -2.1 6.2 92.4 
23 7253 357 83.90 6.11 8.86 0.50 0.97 1.3 17.0 32.2 
24 7958 3841 89.56 1.64 2.99 0.30 0.90 0.8 61.6 16.5 
25 7681 2160 71.00 15.55 3.29 0.17 0.61 -3.6 31.7 18.6 
26 8335 1133 76.96 13.17 2.08 0.67 0.37 -3.3 35.5 16.3 
27 7858 8314 56.25 27.58 17.63 0.10 0.94 -4.3 2.3 46.2 
28 5166 981 85.58 5.53 8.93 0.10 0.83 -3.8 18.3 37.2 
29 8623 158 68.39 19.98 8.55 0.74 0.17 -2.1 9.1 51.9 
30 8865 6111 82.62 8.20 4.31 0.09 0.14 -10.0 19.4 35.1 
31 8537 4398 87.39 3.76 3.68 0.59 0.23 -1.7 20.2 33.0 
32 8833 4673 80.55 10.05 4.33 0.58 0.07 -1.9 8.3 48.7 
33 6972 4547 87.41 3.73 3.24 0.44 0.28 -2.9 32.1 18.3 
34 8126 771 65.67 21.98 6.71 0.19 0.34 -6.4 4.1 37.6 
35 8796 4675 83.03 7.82 2.15 0.65 0.15 -5.6 24.2 1.9 
Ta.hie 3.2: Propterties of selected 1+ 1- V events. (continued from previous ta.ble) 
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• Mv is the mass of the "V" in a l+ 1- V event. We note that, as shown in 
figure 3.2, there are events with large Mv's (> 3 GeV) in both e+e- V a.nd 
µ.+ µ.-v channels, while in the r+r-v channel the V masses are all less 
than 2 GeV. 
• Ev denotes the energy of the V in Ge V. 
• 8open is the opening angle of the two tracks forming the V. 
• M(37r) is the smaller of the two invariant masses the V making with the 
two leptons. Because of the triplet mass cut in section 2.2.3, all these 
masses should be larger than 1. 7 Ge V and indeed they are all well above 
that value. 
• E 1 / E , E 2/ E , and 8 - 81 - 82 are described in section 2.2.6. Their distri-
butions are in good agreement with the expectation. 
• 8v is the angle between the V and the closest lepton l, in the labora-
tory system. Its distribution bears the characteristic of the radiative pro-
cesses. Also we note that there are more low 8v events in the e + e- V and 
µ.+ µ.-V channels than in the r+r-v channel. This is because in r+r-v events, 
tracks from the T decays are usually softer, and hence need larger 8v in 
order to pass the triplet mass cut. 
• cos 8D is the cosine of the V decay angle (see figure 3.3), and its distribution 
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Figure 3.1: The Mu distribution for the selected e+e-v , µ+µ-v, and 
T+T-V events. Each box represents one event. The letters inside the boxes 
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Figure 3.2: The Mv distribution for the selected e+e-v, µ+µ-V, and 
T+T-V events. Each box represents one event. The letters inside the boxes 
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Figure 3.3: The V decay angle distribution for the selected 1+ 1- V events. 
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• And finally, Etot is the total energy in Ge V of the event. 
3.1.1 Measured tau decay modes 
Decay modes of all the taus in the T+T-V events are identified. They are listed 
in table 3.3. 
Run Event Nt,,.1c Type T+-+ T - -+ 
5509 2667 6 TTee 3?rv 1r1ro1ro11 
7743 8370 6 TTee 3?rv µv 
7253 357 6 TTee 3?rv µv 
7958 3841 6 TTee 3?rv pv 
7681 2160 4 TTee evv 1r1ro1ro11 
8335 1133 6 TTee pv evv 
7858 8314 6 TTµµ 3?rv pv 
5166 981 4 TTµµ µvv 1rV 
8623 158 4 TTµµ 1r11 pv 
8865 6111 4 TTµµ µvv evv 
8537 4398 4 TT1r1r 1rl/ µvv 
8833 4673 4 TT1r1r pv pv 
6973 4547 4 TT1r1r pv 1rV 
8126 771 4 TT1r1r evv pv 
8796 4675 4 TT1r1r pv µvv 
Table 3.3: Identified tau decay modes for the taus in the T+T-V events. 
Decay mode Calculated from T+T-V Measured from T+T-
r ·~ evv 4/25 = 0.16 ± 0.09 0.18/0.84 = 0.21 
T-+ µvv 6/25 = 0.24 ± 0.11 0.18/0.84 = 0.21 
T -+ ?rv, 1r2?r0 v, ••• 6/25 = 0.24 ± 0.11 0.23/0.84 = 0.27 
T-+ pv 9/25 = 0.36 ± 0.14 0.25/0.84 = 0.30 
I T -+ 3 - prong I 5/30 = 0.17 ± 0.08 0.14 
Table 3.4: A comparison of the tau branching ratio calculated from the 
T+T-V events with the measurement [11) from the T+T- events. 1-prong tau de-
cay modes are normalized by themselves. 0.84 is the sum of measured branching 
of the 1-prong decay modes listed. 
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A comparison with the predicted tau branching ratios is made in table 3.4. 
The agreement is reasonably good, given the small sample size. 
3.2 Standard model contribution to the 1+1-v 
signature 
Many of the Standard Model processes produce events with four or six charged 
tracks. They are thus the potential sources of the 1+ 1- V signature. These 
processes include: 
1. Hadronic Z decays: Z --+ qq(g) 
2. Radiative di-lepton processes: Z --+ 1+ 1- ( 'Y) 
3. Two photon processes with hadronic final states: 
4. Electroweak processes with the final states of four leptons or two leptons 
and two pions: e+e---+ e+e-e+e-, e+e-µ+µ-, e+e-T+T-, µ.+µ.-µ.+µ.-, 
µ.+ µ-T+T-' T+T-T+T-, e+ e-11'+11'-, µ.+ µ-11'+11'-, T+T-11'+11'-. 
The first three types of processes a.re found to be unlikely to have any signifi-
cant contribution to the 1+ 1- V signal. They are hence called the background 
processes. The last category bears the exact 1+ 1- V signature. Their actual 
contribution to the 1+ 1- V signal has to be studied. 
3.2.1 Background processes 
(a) Hadronic Z decays 
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Hadronic events from the Z decays generally have much higher multiplicity 
than that of the 1+ 1- V events. Nevertheless, since its cross section is large, the 
low multiplicity tail can not be simply neglected without careful studies. 
A Monte Carlo sample corresponding to 7.4 x 105 hadronic Z decays, four 
times of the data sample, is used to estimate this source of background. To 
save computer time, a portion ( 60%) of these events were selected to have low 
multiplicity before passing through the detector simulation. A total of three 
events from this sample pass the selection criteria. They all have six tracks and 
contain no leptons. Limited by the size of the Monte Carlo sample and the fact 
that low multiplicity hadronic Z decays might not be well modeled, the possible 
contamination from this source in future data can not be completely ruled out. 
However, it has been noticed that all the five six-track 1+ 1- V events selected 
contain at least two leptons and there are only two out of the ten four-track 
r+r-v events containing no lepton in their final states. The tau decay modes 
of these two events are well understood. This fact makes it very unlikely for the 
selected r+r-v events to be hadronic in origin. The other fact supporting this 
is that along the selection chain, the total energy requirement in section 2.2.8 
rejects 29 events out of this 740000 event sample, to be compared with 8 out of 
189000 hadronic events rejected this way in the data sample. This shows that 
the Monte Carlo and the data are in good agreement as far as the cuts in this 
analysis are concerned. 
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The e+e-v and µ+µ-v events are generally immune from this source of 
background. 
(b) Radiative di-lepton processes. Events from this type of processes that 
may contaminate the signal are those with the radiated photon converted in 
the material of the detector. This occurs only in the low mass V=e+e- cases. 
In the 1+ 1- V sample, there a.re three events, one in each lepton channel, with 
V=e+e- and Mv < 400 MeV. However their locations on the Mpair - ~~ plot 
are too far away from the area populated by Monte Carlo simulated conversions. 
Also, in 20 pb-1 of these di-lepton Monte Carlo events fed through the selection 
chain, no event is found to pass. 
(c) Two photon processes e+e- --+ e+e- hadrons. Study has been ma.de 
on 50 pb-1 , about eight times the data luminosity, of simulated events of these 
processes and no event has been found passing the selection cuts. If the Monte 
Carlo simulation of this type of events is reasonably correct, it is believed that 
the chance of the selected 1+ 1- V events coming from this source of process is 
very small. This claim is also supported by the fact that both of the only two 
T+T-V events that contain no leptons have a much higher transverse momentum 
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Figure 3.4: Transverse Momentum distribution for the e+e- --+ e+e- hadrons 
events (dots). The vertical and the horizontal axes a.re respectively the scalar 
and vector sum of the transverse momentum of the tracks in the event. Asterisks 
are the two r+r-v events with no lepton in the final state. 
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final state A(%) 0(%) B(%) M(%) 
eeee 60 5 34 1 
eeµµ 79 6 13 1 
µµµµ 94 6 0 0 
TTee 86 8 3 3 
Table 3.5: Relative contributions of the four diagram to the four-lepton 
cross sections. A=annihilation, C=conversion, B=bremsstrahlung, and 
M=multiperipheral. The cross sections are calculated requiring all final state 
leptons to have an angle of at least 15° with the beam axis. Each row may not 
add up to 100% due to the roundoff. 
3.2.2 Signal processes 
As mentioned before, production of 1+ 1- V events is expected from electroweak 
processes with 4-lepton or 2-lepton + 2-pion final states. Many diagrams con-
tribute to these processes, and they belong to one of the four classes: annihi-
lation, conversion, bremsstrahlung, and multiperipheral. The graphs of these 
classes are shown in figure 3.5. Not all the processes contribute equally to the 
1+ 1- V signal. The processes with annihilation through the Z contribute by far 
the most, while the multiperipheral processes have little contribution since the 
going out electrons and positrons tend to escape through beam pipe. In all these 
cases, the radiative z• contribution is very small and can be neglected [12]. 
The estimated relative contributions of the four classes of processes to various 
final states at the Z peak are tabled in table 3.5. 
These processes have been calculated by Berends, Daverveld and Kleiss[13]. 
They have also produced an event generator for the pure QED part of the 







Figure 3.5: The Standard Model processes contributing to the l+ 1- V signal. 
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incorporate the Z diagrams[14]. This modified generator is used here to generate 
four lepton events and to calculate the cross sections of the processes. 
One problem related to this generator is that it does not include initial or 
final state radiation, and it uses a constant value of 1/137 as the electromagnetic 
coupling constant at all vertices. These simplifications affect the analysis in both 
cross section calculation and the efficiency determination. The cross section can 
be corrected by a multiplication of an overall factor of 0.8 = {137 /128)2 x 0.7 to 
the values calculated by the generator. The {137 /128)2 factor takes into account 
the proper value of electromagnetic coupling constant at the Z for two of the 
vertices, and 0. 7 is an approximation for the correction to the peak cross section 
due to initial state radiation. In principle, these corrections are good only for the 
annihilation processes. But since the annihilation processes are the dominating 
processes among the others, this method makes a good approximation to the 
cross sections with errors at about a few percent level. However, this introduces 
a source of systematic error which has to be considered. The calculated cross 
sections for the these final states are listed in table 3.6. 
The effect on the efficiencies due to the lack of initial and final state radiations 
can be estimated using a low~mass Higgs genera.tor with and without these 
radiations. It is found that for e+ e- V andµ.+ µ.-V events, the including of ISR 
and FSR brings in about 10% reduction on the efficiency, and for T+T-V the 
reduction is much smaller at about 3%. 
In order to study the contribution of these electroweak processes, events 
with each of the final states e+e-e+e-, e+e-µ.+µ.-, e+e-T+T-, µ.+µ.-µ.+µ.-, 
µ.+ µ.-T+T-and T+T-T+T-are generated using the above mentioned generator. To 
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state m > 50 MeV m > 300 MeV 
ee ee 1.30 0.57 
ee µµ 0.65 0.55 
µµ ee 0.83 0.36 
µµµµ 0.45 0.39 
TT ee 0.65 0.33 
TTµµ 0.38 0.34 
Table 3.6: Calculated four-lepton cross sections (picobarns ). The second pair 
of particles in each state listed is the least massive oppositely charged pair of 
particles of the same type. m is the mass of lowest mass oppositely charged 
pair of particles of the same type. The cross sections are calculated requiring 
all final state leptons to have an angle of a.t least 15° with the beam axis. 
save computer time, events are generated only at Ecm of 91.2 GeV. In addition, 
to a.void the divergence at the low angle, it has been required that all tracks in 
the events are a.t least 15° away from beam. 
All the generated events are passed through the full detector simulation. The 
simulated events are then fed into the selection procedure where the selection 
efficiencies for all the channels are calculated. 
Although the above generator used does not generate z+z-7r+7r- events, it 
can still be used to evaluate the z+ z-1r+1r- contribution. The cross section is es-
timated by weighting each z+ z-µ+ µ- event by the 7r+7r- toµ+µ- ratio Ras mea-
sured in the low energy e+ e- annihilation and some fbc:ed target experiments(15]. 
This ratio R is determined by the time like pion form factor F -r as R = Ftr2 / 4. 
To have an idea how well this method works, the results of this calculation 
are compared with those calculated by Abra.ham and van der Bij(16] and by 
Bergsrom and Robinett[l 7]. It turns out the results are 30-503 higher. This 
information is used in the estimation of the systematic errors. 
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To determine the efficiency of the 1+ 1-11"+ 11"- processes, it is assumed that re-
placingµ+µ- by 11"+11"- does not change much the kinematics and hence the effi-
ciencies of the corresponding 1+ 1-µ+ µ- processes are used for the 1+ 1-11"+11"- processes. 
With these treatments, it is estimated that the pion-pair contribution can be 
understood within 30%-50%. 
After the cross sections and the efficiencies are determined with various cor-
rections applied, the expected number of events in each channel is calculated 
with proper normalization. Since the data events are collected at different LEP 
scan energy points while the Monte Carlo events are all generated at the Z peak, 
an effective integrated luminosity of Na/<Ta is used. (Na is the number of Zand 
<Tz is the Z peak cross section. The t-channel contribution is underestimated 
this way, but the effect is expected to be small at no more than a few percent. 
3.3 Comparison between the observed data and 
the Monte Carlo prediction 
The Monte Carlo predicted number of 1+ 1- V events and the number of observed 
1+1-v events in the data are compared in table 3.7. The numbers are divided 
into three lepton channels, each with three V composing variations of e + e- ; 
µ+ µ- , and 11"+11"- • The comparison shows that the number of observed events in 
the T+T-V channel is considerably larger than the Monte Carlo prediction and in 
the e+e-v and µ+µ-V channel such prediction is reasonably well reproduced, 
though the numbers observed in the data is also somewhat higher. For example, 
15 r+r-v events are observed compared to 3.2 expected, while a comparison 
of 10 observed to about 7 expected as in e+e-v or µ+µ-V channel is more 
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all Ov Ov > 11.5° 
all Mv Mv > 2 GeV all Mv Mv > 2 GeV 
Final State Neq N°", Neq No0, Neq No0, Nezp N°", 
ee ee 2.2 3 0.4 1 1.8 2 0.4 0 
ee µµ 2.0 2 0.4 2 1.7 1 0.3 1 
ee 7f'7f' 3.0 5 0.0 0 2.4 3 0.0 0 
ee total 7.2 10 0.8 3 5.8 6 0.8 1 
µµ ee 2.0 4 0.3 0 1.6 3 0.3 0 
µµ µµ 1.8 5 0.4 3 1.5 4 0.4 2 
µµ 1f'7f' 2.8 1 0.0 0 2.2 1 0.0 0 
µµ total 6.6 10 0.7 3 5.3 8 0.7 2 
TT ee 1.1 6 0.2 0 1.0 6 0.2 0 
TT µµ 0.9 4 0.2 0 0.8 4 0.2 0 
TT 7f'7f' 1.2 5 0.0 0 1.1 4 0.0 0 
TT total 3.2 15 0.5 0 2.9 14 0.4 0 
grand total 17.0 35 2.0 6 14.0 28 1.8 3 
Table 3.7: Comparison of selected events with Monte Carlo predictions. Ne:6fl is 
the expected number of events from electroweak processes, N °"' is the observed 
number of events. 
comfortable. In terms of the fraction of T+T-V events in the whole sample, 
18.83 is predicted, but 42.93 is observed. Such an excess in T+T-V channel 
does not populate any of the three V types preferentially, that is, the relative 
rates for V=e+e- , µ+µ- , and 11'+7f'- are consistent with the expectation. 
Other features of the events are also compared and no obvious inconsistency 
is observed. Comparisons between the data and the Monte Carlo for several 
interesting kinematic variables are shown in figure 3.6, to figure 3.10. In all 
the cases, the shape of the data distribution bears no distinction as compared 
with the expectation; the observed V energy distribution shows the expected 
enhancement at low energies. The distribution of angle Ov between the V and 
the lepton shows a peak at small angles as expected for a dominantly radiative 
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process. We note, however, as the observed number of events is rather small 
such comparisons are subject to large statistical uncertainty, especially for those 
variables not quite sensible under a variety of physics situations. 
3.4 Systematic errors on the expected rates 
Systematic errors exist in many aspects of this analysis. We discuss here the 
most important ones, namely the errors in the expectation of the rates of the 
l+ 1- V events. These errors come in two fashions; one affects the absolute, 
i.e. channel independent, normalization of the l+ 1- V processes, and the other 
affects the relative rates among the three channels. 
The largest systematic error comes from the selection procedure. As the 
number of selected data events is small, it is forseeable that a different selec-
tion may select the same data but have different efficiency. Indeed, it is found 
that such variances on the efficiency can be as large as 203 [18]. Some other 
mechanisms also contribute. For example, nuclear interactions will change the 
track momenta and produce extra tracks; the 15° requirement we imposed when 
generating the four lepton events maybe too close to the 18.2° cut we used in 
section 2.2.l. Taking into account all these factors, we conservatively estimate 
that the systematic error on the absolute normalization contributed by the se-
lection procedure to be 303 and the channel to channel error from the same 
source to be 153. 
Another factor that affects the absolute normalization is the l+ 1-11"+ 11"- cross 
section calculation. As mentioned before, the l+ 1-11"+11"- cross sections calcu-
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the Mu of the observed 1+ 1- V events with the 
Monte Carlo prediction. 
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calculated elsewhere. Since about 403 of the /+ 1- V events are /+ r-1r+1r- , this 
source of systematic error can be as large as 203. 
The four-lepton generator used, as mentioned before, incorporates a simpli-
fied treatment of the electroweak coupling constant and does not include the 
initial and final state radiation. Although a correction is made for that, it works 
only for the annihilation processes. The other processes, though small, are non 
negligible. The effects of this are channel dependent, they are estimated to be 
from 33 to 103. 
Although the error in the ALEPH luminosity measurement is only about 13 
[19), the method used to calculate the normalization (see section 3.2.2) intro-
duces more. This is also channel dependent and a typical 53 error is expected. 
Other sources like the detector simulation, the internal statistical limits of 
the Monte Carlo generators, are expected to have smaller effects. 
In all, we conservatively estimate the systematics error on the absolute 
/+ 1- V rates to be no more than 303 from the cross section calculations and 
30% from the analysis. We also estimate the channd to channel variation to be 
no more than 203. The errors are estimated in a conservative way because the 
Monte Carlo sample involved is small and the corrections made are only to the 
first order. 
3.5 Probability of statistic fluctuation 
Failing to show a better agreement between the data and the Monte Carlo pre-
diction in the T+T-V channel, one would like to investigate whether the excess 
is simply a result of statistical fluctuation. The probability of such a fluctuation 
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can be estimated in various ways, and different answers are obtained. With 
this principle in mind, we first add all the possible systematic errors to the 
r+r-v expected number of events, which is less than observed, before calcu-
lating any statistical probability. Since the gap between the two numbers is 
narrower in this way, we will always get a higher value of the probability of the 
fluctuation and hence are in the conservative direction. 
To begin with, we note that even in the e+e-V and µ+µ-V channel, the 
numbers of events expected are smaller than the observed. This suggests a 
possible overall cross section underestimation due to the inaccuracy of the Monte 
Carlo calculation. The bias of the selection criteria may also contribute to the 
overall normalization. As discussed in section 3.4, the absolute cross section 
uncertainty is expected to be as large as 30% and the overall selection uncertainty 
can be up to an another 30%. Adding this two in quadrature yields a possible 
45% correction to all channels. Scaling up the prediction by this amount gives a 
much better agreement in the e+e-v and µ+µ-v channels. This fact somewhat 
justifies the above estimations. Furthermore, taking into the consideration of 
the 20% channel to channel variation also described in section 3.4 , a total of 
65% is then added to the r+r-v expectation. In calculating the probability, a 
number of 5.3 = 3.2 x 1.65, instead oi 3.2, is used as the Monte Cario predicted 
Standard Model contribution to T+T-V events. Now the Possion probability of 
observing 15 or more events when 5.3 are expected can be calculated: the result 
is 4 x 10-4 , 
The excess is also indicated by the fact that while only a fraction of 18.8% of 
all the selected 1+ 1- V events is expected to be T+T-V , fifteen out of a total of 
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thirty five are observed (more than 40%). Based on this observation, an alter-
native way is to estimate the probability of observing 15 or more -r+-r-v events 
out of a 35 fixed total when the expected -r+-r-v fraction is 22.6%. Here the 
22.6% is the result of adding the possible channel to channel error of 20% to 
the expected 18.8% . It is found that the probability is 4 x 10-3 • This second 
method avoids the sensitivity to the absolute normalization by allowing it to 
float. However, it is a more conservative method since it neglects the fact that 
the e+e-v to µ+µ-V ratio is much better reproduced in the data. For example, 
the probability includes such extreme cases as, say, 20 e+e- V , 0 µ+µ-V, and 
15 -r+-r-v observed. 
In general, we conclude that the probability of a statistical fluctuation as the 
source of the excess in -r+-r-v channel is on the order of 10-4 to 10-3 , We note 
however, if one asks what the probability is for a fluctuation to have occurred 
in any of the three channels, all the above probabilities should be multiplied by 
a factor of three; then the highest would become about 1 %. 
3.6 V Mass Distribution 
Examining the V mass distribution plot showed in figure 3.2, one may ask 
whether there exists any narrow resonance or other mass structure, especially 
in the -r+-r-v events. To study this, the detector simulated four lepton Monte 
Carlo events are used to estimate the V mass resolution. It is found that the mass 
resolution is 50 MeV for V=e+e- and 12 MeV for V=µ+µ- and V=7r+7r- cases. 
Assuming this resolution, no evidence for a narrow resonance is found as the 
source of the excess. An alternative method which estimates the error on the V 
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mass by the propagation of the tracking errors on the event by event basis gives 
even smaller resolutions and hence supports the same conclusion. However we 
note that although both methods take into account multiple scattering of the 
particles in the detector material, neither consider the effect of final state radia-
tion which will enlarge the mass resolution particularly in the case of v=e+e- . 
On the other hand, the V's in the T+T-V events do seem to have a narrower 
mass spread than those in the other two channels. This can be seen by the fact 
that there are twelve T+T-V events with V mass between 400 MeV and 1.2 GeV 
while only five e+e-v events and three µ+µ-V events in the same mass range. 
However, without the guidance of theory, it is not allowed to claim an even 
larger excess in such a freely chosen mass range. This kind of mass clustering 
could certainly give hints of the possible sources of the excess if the possibility 
of a fluctuation is ruled out by the future data. 
3. 7 Conclusion 
With the data sample of about 200,000 Z decays collected by the ALEPH detec-
tor in the years of 1989 and 1990, the 1+ 1- V selection results in 10 e+ e- V events, 
10 u.+ u.-v events and 15 T+T-V events" The kinematic aspect of these events 
. . 
shows no obvious contradiction to the expectation of the electroweak radia-
tion and internal conversion processes. However, an excess of events in the 
T+T-V channel is observed. The probability of a statistical fluctuation having 
produced the excess depends on the reliability of the model and the detector 
simulation, but can be as large as 10-2 • The excess does not appear to populate 
V=e+e- , µ+µ- , or T+T- preferentially. 
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If future measurements on more data eliminate the possibility of the statis-
tical fluctuation as the source of the excess, this result will be of great interest 
and may point toward new physics. 
Appendix A 
Event displays of the 35 
1+1-v events 
This appendix collectes the event display pictures of all the 35 1+ 1- V events. 
The pictures are compiled in the same order as in table 3.1. In each picture, an 
event is showed in both r - </> (in the larger square box) and r - z view . The 
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V1= 
90-04-15 5:55 Run=7253 
Triq= 42304 
1;l tT>4, -5oocm 
t P dP phi theta DO 
3 -22.1 .28 149 146 .085 
6 +3.60 .02 258 30 -.09 
2 -1.90 .01 289 34 -.09 
4 -4.58 .03 325 32 -.09 
5 +10.9 .23 328 32 -.11 










DALI 83 TEST 90-05-31 
~ IT>4' -5Cl0cm 
I P dP phi theta DO ZO chiq 
4 +.926 .00 5 85 -.07 1.126 56 
3 -6.93 .05 15 103 .028 1.509 34 
2 +25.1 .48 192 72 .007 1.255 33 
1 -4.66 .03 193 68 .055 1.387 72 
5 +12.0 .12 194 72 .017 1.122 98 






I P dP phi theta DO ZO chiq 
3 -14.0 .14 129 66 .074 -.785 31 
1 -15.3 .17 300 118 -.07 -.703 22 
2 +4.13 .02 320 111 -.10 -.913 178 







~ IT>f -560cm 
I P dP phi theta DO 
3 -.718 .00 11 121 -.18 
2 +11.4 .10 50 113 .061 
4 +.581 .00 51 115 -.02 









DALI 83 90-05-23 
~ IT>4' -5<roan 
t P dP phi theta DO ZO chiq 
1 -4.46 .02 81 138 .042 .2639 38 
3 -24.0 .40 245 61 -.03 .2354 28 
2 +3.33 .02 247 62 -.02 .2480 37 
5 +3.46 .05 280 20 -.09 1.049 9 
6 -4.14 .07 284 19 -.06 .8032 14 










I P dP phi theta DO ZO chiq 
4 +1.40 .01 13 63 -.06 2.055 43 
3 -4.06 .02 14 82 -.02 1.907 52 
2 -33.3 .86 39 105 .003 1.988 66 





~ tT>4' -SCfOcm 
I P dP phi theta DO ZO chiq 
1 -3.95 .02 113 108 .068 -.198 54 
2 -16.9 .19 266 62 -.11 -.268 32 
4 +3.16 .01 270 54 -.22 -.318 85 





~ IT>4' -5CJOcm 
I P dP phi theta DO ZO chiq 
3 -4.18 .04 42 153 .014 1.233 17 
2 -5.80 .03 182 50 .052 .4594 41 
1 +2.37 .01 205 57 .041 .2891 33 





~ fT>4' -SCiOcm 
I P clP phi theta DO ZO chiq 
1 +26.9 .so 42 112 .033 -1.76 41 
3 +2.42 .01 197 85 .037 -1.93 24 
4 -1.33 .01 197 105 .106 -1.91 34 




DALI_B3 90-08-09 19:56 Run=8833 
4 
1>'l 1T>4, -5cJocm 
I P dP phi theta DO ZO chiq 
4 -2.63 .02 113 147 .255 -.515 23 
3 +4.20 .03 168 122 .055 -.255 33 
2 -5.84 .04 177 118 .072 -.059 72 





~ tT>4 • -5Cf0cm 
t P dP phi theta DO ZO chiq 
2 -18.9 .22 4 119 -.06 .9034 229 
1 +3.31 .01 22 122 .007 1.023 35 
4 -.385 .oo 60 133 -.17 .9925 66 






;;:] IT>4' -50-0cm 
I P dP phi theta DO ZO chiq 
2 -6.42 .04 123 79 .115 -1.67 32 
1 +4.83 .03 298 84 -.15 -1.70 43 
4 -8.97 .06 317 119 -.12 -1.63 37 










Trio= 8022304 Detb= 80EBFF 
v 
~ tT>4' -5C50cm 
t P dP phi theta DO ZO chiq 
2 +.620 .00 56 103 .044 -.029 49 
1 -24.3 .88 81 101 .090 -.144 65 
4 -7.04 .09 81 102 -.01 .0251 113 
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